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Basics

II. EW Analysis



• Crowd behavior trends and reverses in recognizable patterns, 
that he called waves.

• These structures link together to form larger versions of the
same patterns and how those, in turn, become the building
blocks for patterns of the next larger size and so on.

• In 1938, he coined this phenomenon The Wave Principle.

• Nature’s Law – The Secret of the Universe



The Basic Pattern







A More Realistic Wave Depiction



Key Rules

• Wave 2 never retrace more than 100% of 
wave 1.

• The end of wave 4 never overlap the 
orthodox end of wave 1.

• Of waves 1, 3 and 5, wave 3 never be the 
shortest wave. Usually it’s the longest one.





Impulsive Waves 
Five-Wave Structures



Sample



Corrective Waves



Corrective Waves



Corrective Waves







Fibonacci Relationships In Financial Markets
The Golden Ratio

PHI Φ
.618 or 1.618



• The Fibonacci Ratio, an irrational number approximating .618, 
known as the Golden Ratio, is found in nature, human biology, 
human thought, and aggregate human behavior such as the stock
market.

• The Wave Principle is a robust fractal governed by Fibonacci
mathematics.

• Sharp wave corrections tend to retrace 61.8% or 50% of the previous 
wave.

• Sideways corrections tend to retrace 38.2% of the previuos wave.

• Subdivisions of impulsive waves tend to be related by Fibonacci 
numbers .618, 1.0, 1.618 and 2.618.

• Subdivisions of corrective waves tend to be related by Fibonacci
numbers .382, .618, 1.0 and 1.618.



Retracements and Multiples



How Does The Wave Principle 

Improve Trading?
1. Identifies Trend. EWP identifies the direction of the dominant trend. Usually five

wave move up (or down) determines that the larger trend is up (or down).

2. Identifies Countertrend. A three wave pattern is corrective response to the 
preceding impilse wave. Knowing that the recent move in price is merely a correction within a 
larger trending market is especially important for traders because corrections are opportunities 
for traders to position themselves in the direction of the larger trend of a market.

3. Determines Maturity of a Trend. Example: If prices are advancing in 
wave 5 of a five wave-advance, and wave five has already completed 3 or 4 smaller waves, 
the trader knows this is not the time to add long position. Instead, it may be time to take profits 
or at least to rise protective stops. 

4. Provides High Probability Price Targets. The Fibonacci 
sequence is the mathematical basis for the Wave Principle. Elliott Waves, both impulsive and 
corrective, adhere to specific Fibonacci proportions. These high probability price targets allow 
traders  to set profit-taking objectives or identify regions where the next turn in price will 
occour.

5. Provides Specific Points of Ruin. Or simply at that point a trade 
fails. Often by using 3 main rules. 



Best Trade Setups



Part II

EW Analysis



Larger Diagree Counts

3

3 3 5





Missing Volume...

• “One of the platitudes most constantly quoted in Wall Street is to the effect that one
should never sell a dull market short. That advice is probably right oftener than it is
wrong, but it is always wrong in an extended bear market swing. In
such a swing the tendency is to become dull on rallies and active on
declines.” -William Peter Hamilton, The Stock Market Barometer
(1909)

• “Volume tends to expand in the main direction of the trend. In a bull market, 
advances accompanied by increasing volume or declines on diminishing volume are 
taken to be bullish. Conversly, in a bear market, declines are 
accompanied by increasing volume and advances show
diminishing volume. Volume should always be studied as a trend.” -
Richard Russell, The Dow Theory Today

• “The bottom is preceded by a period in which the market declines on low volumes
and rises on high volumes. The end of a bear market is characterised by a 
final slump of prices on low trading volumes. Confirmation that the bear
trend is over will be rising volumes at the new higher levels after the
first rebound in prices.” - Russell Napier, Anatomy of the Bear (his study
of the four great stock market bottoms of 1921, 1932, 1949 and 1982)



Missing Volume...

Healthy advances with

increasing or slightly

Declining volume

Powerfull ralies on

contracting volume

Bear market bottoms

with muted returns



Stock Market vs. Dividend Yield

Dividends / Price = 6%



Major-Trend Confirmation Signals From The P/E Ratio

85,55*

*456 reported issues representing 90.95% of the S&P 500 market values









So, what to expect based on EW TA and 
current fundamentals?

• I quess we are currently in a late stage of

topping process, so based on that,  we got

two alternatives:

• Worst Case For Bulls

• Best Case For Bulls



Worst Case For Bulls



Worst Case For Bulls

IF:

• Downtrend line will not be broken,

• Index will break down from the wedge,

• Volume will spike on the down-move,

• Waves from the top can be easily counted
as motive – five waves.

• A drop to 9678,95 area will be initial sign
of much deeper plunge.



Best Case For Bulls

Triple ZZ



Best Case For Bulls

• IF:

• Next down-move will be just three
waves,

• Volume will continue to wanish,

• Index still be wedging,

• Market sentiment will reach
optimism extreme.



TARGET ZONE



Conclusion

• EW Principle isn’t crystalball, but it’s

very useful tool in Technical Analysis.

• EWP is always used together with

others TA indicators (to confirm wave

labeling).







• Disclaimer: The chart analysis and the market recap do not hold out

as providing any financial, legal, investment, or other advice. In

addition, no suggestion or advice is offered regarding the nature, 

profitability, suitability, sustainability of any particular trading practice

or investment strategy. 
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